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Longshore Union Wants to See
More Shipping-Line Honchos
at the Negotiating Table
By Deborah Belgum Senior Editor

andrew asch

Talks between longshore workers and their employers
have been slogging along since last May with no end in sight
for a new contract that would replace the last one, which
expired July 1.
The employers, represented by the Pacific Maritime Association, would like to see federal mediators come in and
nudge the negotiations along.
But the International Longshore and Warehouse
Union, which represents nearly 20,000 workers at 29 West
Coast ports, said it thinks having more top executives from
the PMA board at the negotiating table would produce a better dialogue between the two sides.
The ILWU complains that during months of negotiations,
the PMA’s principal decision makers have not had any direct
participation in the negotiations since bargaining began. “Both
sides need the right people in the room to get things finalized,” said Robert McEllrath, ILWU president and chairman
BRAND BUILDING: The newly remodeled store for Los Angeles streetwear brand The Hundreds features a neon sign with a quote
from co-founder Bobby Hundreds’ book “10 Rules of Brand Building.” For more about the remodel, see page 7.

made in america

Karl Kani: Made-in-LA Capsule Collection
Blends Heritage With High-End Details
By Alison A. Nieder Executive Editor

Streetwear designer Karl Kani is coming home, so to
speak. The Brooklyn native, who has been based in Los Angeles since the 1990s, recently launched an American-made
capsule collection for men and women.
“Everything is made in the USA, the same way we started
back in the early ’90s when everything was made here,” Kani
said.
Originally launched in 1993, the Karl Kani brand started
as a U.S.-made brand, but as the company grew, production
shifted overseas. For the new line, the designer sourced everything with local contractors—including a few who produced for Kani back in the ’90s.
“A lot of factories that we did business with back in the
day—whether it’s the original owners or they passed it down
to their family members—still exist,” Kani said. “They were
very supportive because they knew the success that we had
before.”
The new capsule collection, which recently bowed at

Wildstyle on Los Angeles’ Melrose Avenue, features some
of the signature pieces Karl Kani was always known for but
reinterpreted for a modern customer.
“We brought back some of the vintage pieces that Karl
Kani was known for, [like] the traditional two-piece sweatsuits, and we altered the fit to fit today’s marketplace,” Kani
said. “Our goal from the beginning [was], if we’re going to
do a sweatsuit, we’re going to do more of a luxury item.”
Pieces are made with high-end fabrications and feature
special details such as Italian Riri zippers and gold-plated
metal trim.
“It’s high-end, special [and] very exclusive,” Kani said.
Wholesale price points will run about $65 for bottoms and
$80 for tops. Kani said he worked to keep prices moderate to
make the line accessible.
“We don’t want to be too priced out of the market,” he
said. “But what we find is domestic production prices are not
much more than importing nowadays. It’s not that far off.

Custom made-to-measure clothing has been a luxury few
could afford until recently, when a renewed interest in craftsmanship over disposable fashion gave rise to another side of
the fashion industry: companies that offer made-to-measure
tailoring and custom design at relatively affordable prices and
timely turn times.

Customized in every way
Inspired by the principles of custom color theory and form
design by Edith Head, Piol (pioldress.com) has adapted the
costume designer’s philosophy with advanced made-to-measure technology to bring women the perfect go-to dress. Piol
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Buyout Firm Lion
Capital Urges
American Apparel Sale
By Deborah Belgum Senior Editor

The pressure keeps mounting for American Apparel to
put itself on the auction block.
British buyout firm Lion Capital, at one time a major
lender to the Los Angeles–based clothing label, recently
sent a letter to the American Apparel board of directors
urging them to look at various strategic options, including
a sale, to help turn around the company, which has a mountain of debt, according to the Wall Street Journal.
Lion Capital still has outstanding warrants to purchase
12 percent of American Apparel’s stock, which could give
ousted Chief Executive Dov Charney a negotiating advantage to return to the company. Charney and New York
hedge fund Standard General control nearly 44 percent of
American Apparel’s stock.
However, the American Apparel board has enacted a

➥ American Apparel page 4

➥ Karl Kani page 6

Made-to-Measure for the 21st Century
By Alyson Bender Contributing Writer

➥ Ports page 3

is exclusively online, where the customer actively participates
in the making of her own dress, based on her hair, skin, eye
color and desired fit given five classic silhouettes. From there,
she enters the “design room,” where she picks her own fabric,
neckline, skirt style and length, and sleeves.
The entire process is unique, built specifically by the company. As a result, even though the company was founded in
May 2012, after taking time to perfect the online system and
developing it into what it is today, the company graduated
from beta mode and officially launched in September.
Piol works directly with mills in Italy and Japan to offer a
wide range of prints, colors and fabrics because “everyone’s idea
of fabric is personal,” said Anne Dayton, the founder of Piol.
All dresses are cut, sewn and shipped out of New York’s

➥ Made-to-Measure page 8
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Frederick’s of Hollywood Losing Lease on Flagship Store
along and proved to be a tough competitor.
In 2001, Frederick’s of Hollywood filed for
bankruptcy protection and came out of bankruptcy protection in 2003.
But it has been a struggle. In 2006, Frederick’s of Hollywood merged with publicly
traded New York sleepwear manufacturer
Movie Star, and the company headquarters
moved to New York. At that time, Frederick’s
of Hollywood had revenues of $139 million
during its fiscal year ended July 29, 2006,
while Movie Star’s revenue topped $51 million for its fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.
In 2008, the company was renamed Frederick’s of Hollywood Group Inc.

This year, the shareholders of Frederick’s
of Hollywood Group approved a sale to HGI
Funding LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Harbinger Group, and to a group of shareholders who owned 88.7 percent of the stock.
The transaction was valued at $24.8 million.
The lingerie retailer’s last financial filings as
a public company showed that in recent years
it was having a tough time making a profit. For
the six months ending Jan. 25, the company
had net sales of $43.3 million with a net loss of
$12.8 million compared with net sales of $46.7
million with a $15.2 million net loss for the
same period last year. Same-store sales were
down 7.7 percent.—Deborah Belgum

off hoLLywooD: The flagship store for Frederick’s of Hollywood has lost its lease.

Since 2005, Frederick’s of Hollywood
has had its flagship store sitting appropriately enough at 6751 Hollywood Blvd., one
block away from the Hollywood & Highland retail center and in the heart of the welltrafficked tourist district.
But the lingerie store with a beautiful
chandelier in the middle of the shop has lost
its lease and has to move out by April 27,
store staffers said. So far, they don’t have a
new location lined up.
The multi-storied building is being converted into a hotel, one employee said. So the retail
chain—with more than 90 stores—has started
its store-clearance sale with 30 percent off everything.
Calls to the company’s New York headquar-

ters found no one answering the phone and the
voice mailbox full.
The sexy-lingerie company, started by Frederick Mellinger in 1947, has been a Hollywood
institution for more than seven decades. For 50
years it was located farther east on Hollywood
Boulevard, on the ground floor of the company’s former headquarters.
It was at this flagship store that The Lingerie Museum was located, containing a collection of underwear worn by Hollywood celebrities, such as Madonna’s pointy-breasted corset.
The museum did not make the move to the latest Hollywood Boulevard location.
For many years, Frederick’s of Hollywood was the queen of sexy lingerie. And
then, in the 1980s, Victoria’s Secret came
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YG & RVCA Bring Back Retro
Street for PacSun Exclusive
The music of tattooed rapper YG shot
up Billboard charts in 2013. In 2015, he’s
starting on a fashionable note thanks to a
partnership with RVCA, one of the leading
lifestyle, fashion and action-sports brands to
come out of Orange County, Calif., in the
past decade.
The rapper and the lifestyle brand put
together a capsule collection called YG X
RVCA. Beginning on Jan. 15, the line will
be sold exclusively at select stores for Pacific Sunwear of California, a mall-based

trade show in Long Beach, Calif.
YG is scheduled to perform Jan. 5, after
the first day of the show, and some of the
capsule collection’s pieces will be on display
at the concert.
RVCA also will be exhibiting at Agenda,
and on display will be the Fall ’15 collection. It was the first collection entirely overseen by Lohr, who joined the brand on Feb.
28, 2014.
The Fall ’15 collection will feature many
RVCA looks that have become part of the

SoCal Materials Show
Jan. 14–15, 2015
california market
center
los angeles, ca

los angeles Debut
Exhibitor and
buyEr info:
thEmatErialshows.com
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LA-INSPIRED: The nine-piece YG X RVCA capsule collection is inspired by ’90s LA street style and
will arrive in Pacific Sunwear stores on Jan. 15.

retailer known as one of the most prominent
retailers for action sports and streetwear.
The inspiration for the nine-piece line is
the Los Angeles street look of the mid-1990s,
said Rick Lohr, RVCA’s vice president of
merchandising and design. “It’s crisp chinos,
coach’s jackets and nice flannel,” Lohr said.
What gives the collection a special RVCA
and YG look is the bandanna print with the
YG logo, designed by the brand’s design
staff and repeated throughout the collection.
Other looks include chino pants, a baseball jersey and T-shirts. Retail prices for the
capsule collection range from $36 for Tshirts to $75 for pants and $90 for coach’s
jackets. After it’s sold out, there will not be a
second capsule collection for YG X RVCA,
Lohr said. But there will be an opportunity
for previews for those going to the Agenda

DNA of the brand. It also will offer collections and styles that will be completely new.
RVCA will introduce a new denim program at Agenda. In the past, RVCA denim
only offered one fit, which was updated
once a year. However, for Fall, it will unveil
a denim program with five fits for men and
women. Its washes will be updated every
season, Lohr said. One of the fits is called
“Daggers,” and it is a clean, straight leg with
a light taper.
At Agenda, RVCA also will be introducing a women’s loungewear line called “The
Sunday Collection.” It’s an 11-piece line that
features bralettes, non-denim shorts called
soft shorts, knit pants and leggings. RVCA
tested some pieces in Spring ’14 and deemed
the tests a success. “It’s a complete collection,” Lohr noted.— Andrew Asch
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Business Journals Steps Up Partnerships With Co-location Plans With ENK for April Shows
Business Journals Inc.—the New York–based organizer of the Moda, Accessories The Show and Fame trade
shows—announced plans to shift its May show dates and colocate with ENK’s Intermezzo and Accessorie Circuit at
the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York.
The shows will be held April 27–29, a move from BJI’s
traditional Fall/Winter schedule of the first week of May. Although the date change was initially prompted by a scheduling conflict with the Javits Center, when BJI polled its attendees, retailers told the trade-show organizer they preferred
the earlier dates, which allow them to be in their stores in the
lead-up to Mother’s Day.
“Mother’s Day is second only to the Christmas holiday
season in terms of sales in the women’s market,” said Britton Jones, president and chief executive officer of BJI. “It’s
usually the owner who is coming to our shows and doing the
buying. They really like to be [in their store] with their customers [during holidays]. It probably generates more sales

because they’re on the floor working with customers, many
of whom they know. So it turned out to be a win-win situation.”
The decision to co-locate with ENK’s show was similarly
prompted by retailer input. BJI’s Moda, ATS and Fame shows
already coincide with ENK’s Intermezzo and Accessories
Circuit shows in February, September and August in New
York. In addition to the new April dates, BJI and ENK will
coordinate dates for their August Holiday/Resort shows.
“We have come to realize over the years of running in the
same markets at the same time that having more cohesive
market weeks benefits everybody,” Jones said. “Our No. 1
goal is how can we create a more productive, a more compelling, a more enjoyable experience for the retailers. The retailers are not bashful about telling us what they think. They
really like it when they can shop the shows without having to
get on a bus to go five blocks away or try to get a cab or get
around the city either in the wintertime, when it’s often cold,

or the summertime, when it’s really hot. The quality of their
life improves a great deal. It was really the same thing we
were hearing in Las Vegas that led to the creation of Modern
Assembly.”
In Las Vegas, BJI’s MRket, Stitch and ATS shows are
part of the Modern Assembly partnership with the Liberty,
Capsule and Agenda trade shows at the Sands Expo &
Convention Center and The Venetian.
BJI recently struck a third partnership with trade-show organizers Messe Frankfurt and Olah Inc. to form NYC Textile Week in New York featuring BJI’s MRket show, Messe
Frankfurt’s Texworld USA textile and sourcing trade show
and Olah Inc.’s Kingpins denim supply-chain trade show.
The event is designed to be a “destination for textile and
sourcing professionals in the global fashion, home and related industries.” The event will soft launch during the January
run of the three trade shows but will hold the official launch
in July.—Alison A. Nieder

CENTRAL LOCATION: Business Journals’ Moda, Accessories the Show and Fame trade shows in New York will be co-located with ENK’s Intermezzo and Accessories Circuit in May.

news

Ports Continued from page 1
of the union’s negotiating committee. “Sure, my counterpart,
Jim McKenna [PMA president and chief executive], has been
involved in negotiations from the start, but all the decisions are
made by the carriers sitting on PMA’s board of directors.”
The board’s 11 members are primarily shipping carriers
and the chief officers of the largest West Coast port terminals
that employ the dockworkers. “Indirect negotiations won’t get
us over the finish line. The few issues that remain unresolved
relate directly to the carriers, and these key carriers need to
come to the table,” McEllrath said.
But the PMA said the two sides have more than just a few
issues to work out. “Significant issues remain unresolved, including wages, pensions, jurisdiction and work rules,” the
PMA said in a press release. “The only major coast-wide issue
on which we’ve reached tentative agreement is the healthcare
plan—already one of the most generous in America. Even with
the tentative healthcare agreement—identified by the ILWU as
its No. 1 priority when negotiations began in May—the union
has engaged in debilitating work slowdowns over the past two
months at terminals up and down the coast.”
The PMA maintains its board and coast committee members
have been intimately involved in the negotiations, starting months
before talks began in May to establish a new six-year contract.

Traffic jam
Meanwhile, the congestion problem at the ports of Los
Angeles and Long Beach shows no sign of going away even

though the big push to bring in holiday merchandise is over.
As of Dec. 31, there were five cargo-container ships anchored off the breakwater of the nation’s largest port complex,
which handles more than 40 percent of all the cargo containers arriving in the United States. Anchored ships beyond the
breakwater almost never happen at this time of year and is
indicative of the slowdown on the waterfront.
“The delays we have been experiencing are still happening,” said Lee Peterson, a spokesman for the Port of Long
Beach. “Reports are of one- and two-week delays.”
A shortage of chassis to transport the cargo containers to
rail yards and warehouses has been a problem for months as
shipping lines got out of the chassis business. Now four companies lease out most of the chassis, but there have been kinks
in the system at the Port of Long Beach and the Port of Los
Angeles. At some terminals there are not enough chassis, and
at others there are too many.
In October, the Port of Long Beach directed its staff to
come up with a plan to introduce 3,000 more chassis into the
100,000-strong chassis pool, but that still isn’t meeting everyone’s needs.
Starting Feb. 1, the four principal chassis suppliers will start
phasing in a new operation called the “gray chassis pool,” or a
neutral chassis pool. This chassis pool means that truckers can
pick up and drop off chassis at any of the 13 terminals in the
port complex without being concerned about which company
serves which terminal or shipping line.
The idea is that trucker drivers won’t end up at one terminal that has no chassis, travel to a nearby terminal that has
chassis and then back to the first terminal with a chassis in

tow. The assets of the four chassis companies—Direct ChassisLink, TRAC Intermodal, Flexi-Van and SSA Marine—
will be interoperable.
The executive directors at the Long Beach and Los Angeles ports believe this will help solve the chassis problem,
which has been a major factor in getting goods off ships.
On Dec. 29, the Port of Long Beach opened a temporary
storage facility at Pier S on Terminal Island. The idea is to
provide more space to place empty cargo containers, remove
their chassis and use them to pick up new loads of incoming
cargo containers.
The 30-acre site is operated by Pasha Stevedoring & Terminals and open until March 31. On the first day of operation,
no one was using the temporary facility, Peterson said. It costs
$5 a day to store empty containers, no matter what size container is being stored.
The Port of Los Angeles has been working individually
with terminals to lease extra storage space for empty containers. APL and Yusen Terminals have taken advantage of this
arrangement, Port of Los Angeles spokesman Phillip Sanfield
said.
The Los Angeles port also has extra land available on Terminal Island to have more space to repair and maintain chassis, but the ILWU contract must be in effect for that to happen.
“Everyone thought the [labor] contract would be in place by
now,” Sanfield said.
Also, everyone thought the congestion problem would be
under control by now, but it will probably be heating up again.
“In the next few weeks,” Sanfield said, “we will be looking at
the pre-push for the [Chinese] lunar new year.” ●

LOADED UP: Larger ships, a shortage of chassis and work slowdowns at the Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach are keeping the port congestion problem going into the new year.
apparelnews.net
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Continued from page 1

one-year stockholder rights plan, or “poison
pill,” to prevent a takeover attempt by anyone who tries to purchase more than 10 percent of the company’s stock or 0.1 percent
of outstanding shares if they already own 10
percent of the stock.
In addition, Lion Capital, which still has
the right to nominate two people to the nineperson board of directors, wants to withdraw
its nomination of Gene Montesano, the cofounder of Lucky Brand and Civilianaire
jeans, and replace him with Lyndon Lea,
one of Lion Capital’s founders, who was on
the American Apparel board until 2011.
Meanwhile, news reports noted that
American Apparel has hired investment
bank Moelis & Co. to explore strategic options.
Along that line, the American Apparel
board said it received a bid on Dec. 22 from
Irving Place Capital to acquire the Los Angeles clothing company for $1.30 to $1.40 a
share. On Dec, 31, American Apparel stock
was trading at around $1.03 a share.
American Apparel, which runs the largest
apparel factory in the United States and has
a fleet of 245 stores, is in a state of chaos
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Agenda
Long Beach Convention Center
Long Beach, Calif.
Through Jan. 6
Intermezzo Collections
Piers 92/94
New York
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Designers and Agents
The New Mart
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Transit
California Market Center
Los Angeles
Through Jan. 14
DG Expo Fabric & Trim Show
Hotel Pennsylvania
New York
Through Jan. 13
Brand Assembly
Cooper Design Space
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Jan. 13

Surf Expo
Orange County Convention Center
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Through Jan. 10

Première Vision New York
Indigo
Pier 92
New York
Through Jan. 14
Printsource New York
Metropolitan Pavilion
New York
Through Jan. 15
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Fame
Moda
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York
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Jan. 5

Jan. 11
Los Angeles Fashion Market
California Market Center
Gerry Building
Los Angeles
Through Jan. 14
Retail’s BIG Show, NRF’s Annual
Convention
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York
Through Jan. 14
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Los Angeles Fashion Market
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The New Mart
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Lady Liberty Building
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Los Angeles
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right now.
In June, the board suspended Charney
from his job as president and chief executive even though he founded the company
in 1998.
The board said it was conducting an investigation into his alleged misconduct and
violations of company policy. The board
hired FTI Consulting to conduct the investigation, concluding that Charney should
not get his job back.
The board then turned around and hired
veteran Los Angeles apparel executive Paula Schneider to take over the top executive
spot on Jan. 5.
Since then, Charney has been waging an
aggressive campaign to return to the company, which for years has been struggling
financially. The brand’s net losses have totaled nearly $300 million in five years. For
the first nine months of the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, net sales were $455.4 million
with net losses totaling $40.8 million.
Following Charney’s firing, a group of 30
managers and directors wrote a letter saying
they wanted the controversial founder to
stay on in some capacity. ●

Jan. 14
SoCal Materials Show
California Market Center
Los Angeles
Through Jan. 15

Jan. 15
Swim Collective
St. Regis Monarch Beach Resort
Dana Point, Calif.
Through Jan. 16

Jan. 16
Imprinted Sportswear Show
Long Beach Convention Center
Long Beach, Calif.
Through Jan. 18

Jan. 19
Agenda
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York
Through Jan. 20
Texworld USA
Apparel Sourcing
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York
Through Jan. 21
Project
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York
Through Jan. 21
MRket
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York
Through Jan. 21
Liberty Fairs
Pier 94
New York
Through Jan. 21
Capsule
Basketball City
New York
Through Jan. 20
Hong Kong Fashion Week
World Boutique
Hong Kong
Through Jan. 22

Jan. 20
Kingpins
Skylight Clarkson Square
New York
Through Jan. 21

There’s
more
on ApparelNews.net.
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information, visit ApparelNews.
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showrooms & lines
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19.1
0039 Italy
10eleven
2(x)ist
2nd & Vine
3 J Workshop
35MM
4th Avenue
A La Mode Showroom
A.V. Max Accessories
Able
Abyss By Abby
Acrobat
Adelyn Rae
Akela Key (Paris)
Alashan Luxe
by Alashan Cashmere
ALC
Alexis Jewelry
All Things Fabulous
allen allen usa
American Vintage
analili
Anatomie (USA)
Andrew Marc
Belts and Wallets
Angel Eye London
Angel Iglesias
(Barcelona)
Ann Ferriday
Anne-Marie Chagnon
Aratta
Ariella
Arnold Zimberg
Atina Christina
Auden
Babette
Baci Collection
Banaris Scarves
Banjanan
Banjo & Matilda
Barbara James
Showroom
Bariano
BB Dakota
Beach Rays
Beach Riot
Beautifully Couture
Beckley by Melissa
Before & Again T’s
Belford
Bellario
Bernadette Mopera
& Co.
Beth’s Addiction
Betsey Johnson
Handbags
Betseyville
Bishop + Young
BIYA
Black Moon
Black Swan
Bloom
Blue Tassel
Bo Bel
Bob Ditchik and Assoc./
The H.E.M. showroom
Bobeau
Boemo
Boho Me
Bombshell Sportswear
Bonage
Brashy Couture
Brett Morris
Brokedown
Butterflyzebra Zzz’s

Engel’s
Showroom
Inc.
Enza Costa
Equiptment
Eric Javits
Escapada Living
Eva Varro
Eze Sur Mer
Fabrizio Gianni
Fate
Calvin Klein
Feather & Stone
Cambio
Feather 4 Arrow
Cameo Clothing
Feel The Piece
Caroline Grace by
Alashan Cashmere
Fever Sweaters
Chan Luu
Fickle
Chantal Accessories Inc. Fifteen Twenty
Charles Henry
Final Touch
Charlotte Tarantola
Fluff by Acme
Chaser
Fogal Legwear
Chessy Shay Jewelry
For Love & Liberty
Chip Foster
Forever Unique
Christa Louise
Forgotten Grace
Christophe Sauvat
Formation Showroom
Christopher Fischer
Fraiche by J
Christopher.Kon
Fredd and Basha
Cino Blouses
Free Heart
Cirana
Freeloader
CJ by Cookie Johnson
Freeway
Claudia Nichole by
Freida Rothman
Alashan Cashmere
for Belargo
Clayton
French Connection
Cleokai
Frenzii
Clo Intimo
Frock Shop
Cocobelle
Gentle Fawn
Co-Lab
George Loves
Cohen Showroom
Gig Showroom
Cole Haan
Giles & Brother
Belts and Wallets
ginger Showroom
Cole Haan Cold Weather Global
Cole Haan Handbags
Green Dragon
Complete Clothing
GreenLee
Contempo
Guess Belts
Cookie Couture
Gypsy 05 / SAND
Coordinates Collection h.i.p
Cop Copine (Paris)
Hair Accessories
Corina Collections
by Jan Tran
Corinne Simon Jewelry
Hale Bob
Cowboys Belts & Handbags Hale Bob
Crown Jewel
Halloday Jeans
Cullen USA
Halo
Current Elliott
Hard Tail
DADA Fashion Hats
HATCh
Dakota Collective
Haute Hippie
Dance and Marvel
Havaianas
Daniel Friedman West
Hazel
Daniel Rainn
Heart and Gold
Dantelle
Heart Soul
Datscat
Heather
Dear John Denim
Heather G Showroom
Delacy
Hidden Heart
Denimocracy
Hourglass Lily
Desigual
House of Au-ORA
Deux Lux
House of Eleven
Dial M
Hudson Jeans
Diane Levin Showroom Hunter Bell
Diane von Furstenberg
Hybrid
Dirtee Hollywood
I Heart UGG
Kid’s Footwear
Dittos
I.Madeline
Doma Leather
IDI
Dora Landa
Ilux
Double Zero
Industria Candles
Dream Investor
Invisibelt
dylan developed
by true grit
Ivan Grundahl
E. Victor Gabriel, Inc.
J Brand
Echo
JAC TRADING
Eileen Fisher
Jachs
Elan & Elan Beach
Jack
Elise M Belts & Braclets Jack & jinger
Elizabeth Mckay
Jackie B Showroom
Elle Sasson
Jacob Davis USA
ellie & leesa
Jacob Gray Agency
Ellington Handbags
James Jeans
Emotion Apparel
James Perse

Janna Conner
Jarlo
Jbrand Women’s
Ready to Wear
Jennifer Michelle Sales
JET by John Eshaya
Ji Oh
Jimmy Taverniti
Jimmyjane
Joe
Joed Belts
Joe’s Jeans
Men’s & Women’s
John & Mickie
John Varvatos
Johnny Was
Johnny Was Collection
Joie
Joken Style Showroom
Josie
Joules Uk
Jude
Judith Autumn Mann
Sales
JWLA
Kaftan by Asak Soltan
Kaos (Italy)
Karen Capil
Karen Kane
Karen Klein
Karlita Designs
Karma Kreations
Kathy Walker Sales
Kaya Di Koko
Kelly Wearstler
Kerisma
Kersh
Kid Tails
Kira Grace
KLA/Karen L. Anderson
Kling
Knitted Dove/Love Dove
KOA Swim
Kokun Cashmere
Kopal
Koral - Activewear
Kray
Kut from the Kloth
Kutula Kiss
La Natura
La Rue Showroom
LA Soiree
Lace & Whiskey
Lacoste
L’AGENCE
Lahco of Switzerland
Lamade
Lan Jaenicke
Lancaster
Lancaster Paris
Landa Sales
Lapis
LATS
Laura J Designs
Laurie Hasson Showroom
Lavender Brown
Le Tanneur
Leatherrock
Lemieux
Letters of Intent
Level 99
Liberty Sage
Lilla P
Lily
Line Knitwear
Liquid Metal by
Sergio Gutierrez
Lisa Carrier Candles
LIT STUDIO
LIV
Livefree Showroom
Living Royal Socks
Liz Soto Handbags
Liza Stewart, Inc.
Lodis Handbags, Belts
& Small Accessories
Lola Jeans
Lolly
Lori Jack

Love By Design
Love Quotes
Love Token
Lovely BAG
Lucky 7 Tees
Lucky Brand
Luii
Luli Fama
Lumier by Bariano
Luv Aj
Luz de la Riva
Lynn Girard Showroom
Lysse
M Group Showroom
M Made in Italy
Mad Mac
Maison Close
Margaret O’Leary
Marie Chavez
Marseilles
Mary Hardie
Massana
Matty M
Mavi Jeans
McGinn
Melody
Micahela
Michael Kors
Mickey & Jenny
Mila Bikinis
Milk The Goat
MINNE
Mirlo
Miss Me
Mo:vint
Mod-O-Doc
ModSock
Mofi
Mother
Moyuru
My Pakage
Nalukai
Nana Nucci (Italy)
Nanavatee
Nanette Lepore
Nation LTD
Necessitees Apparel
Neesh…. By DAR
Nesh NYC
New Leaf
Niche Showroom
Nick & Mo
NIKKI Rich
Nines Brand
Nor (Denmark)
Notify
Novemb3r
O2 Collection
Oats Cashmere
Off The Chain
OK 1984
Old Gringo Boots
Olive & Oak
Om Girl
One Teaspoon
OneOddBird
Only Hearts
Oober Swank
Oonagh by Nanette Lepore
Orange Beld Socks
Others Follow
Paige
Paige Hamilton Designs
Pam and Gela
Paper Heart
Paperwhite
Parallel Skies
Parker Smith
Patrons of Peace
Peace Knots
Peace Love World
Peace of Cloth
Penelope Chilvers
Pepa Loves
Pete and Greta
Peter and June
Philine
Piece of My Heart

Pink Lotus
Pink Tartan
Piper June Showroom
Pistil
PJ Luxe
PJ Salvage
Porto
Press
Private Archieves
Private Arts
Project DL
Pure Karma
Quintsoul
Rachel Pally
Raffaello Rossi (Germany)
Rande Cohen Showroom
Raviya
RD Style
Rebels Footwear
Red Haute
Red Monkey Designs
Red23
Repeat
Representing Showroom
Revolution by Edwin
RG Jeans
Ribbon Work
Rieley
Riller & Fount
Robert Graham Collections
Roberto Cavalli
Class Handbags
Robin Ruby
Rock Revival
Rolla coster
Rose Gonzales
Rosemunde
Rowan Reed
Rubber Ducky
s.a.m Showroom
San Francisco City Lights
Sanctuary Clothing
Clothing
Saraswati Jewelry Designs
Scrapbook
Search for Sanity
See Thru Soul
Sequoia Paris
Sheri Bodell
Showroom 903
Showroom Shift
ShowroomFive21
Sigalie Jewelry
Signorelli
Silva
Silver Jeans Co.
Simply Irresistible
Single
Sita Murt
Six Degrees
Skif
Skinny by Jessica Elliot
Skinny Tees
Skunkfunk
Sky
Sky Swim
Smash
Solow
Soludos
Soul Mates
Spanx
Spirithouse
Splendid Intimates
Stacy Keyes Showroom
Stacy Sterling
Steve Madden
Streets Ahead
Belts & Bags
STS Blue
Studio Two Clothing
Sue Goodman Showroom
Sugar Bean Jewelry
Sugar High
Suki & Solaine
Sunday in Brooklyn
Sunlight (Paris)
Suzi Roher (Toronto)
Swatfame

T. Smith & Co.
T2Love
Talia Hancock
Tanya Taylor
Tee Ink
TFNC London
The 2 Bandits
The Chic Bags
The Fisher Project
The Natural
the residency. Formerly
Renee & Company
The T Refinery
The Village Showroom
The Vonderheide
Showroom
Three Dots
Three of Something
Tiger Fish
Timberland Accessories
Timka Jewelry
Tommy Bahama
Tommy Hilfiger
Luggage & Backpacks
Tractr
Tracy Evans
Transmission
Trend Request, Inc.
Trendline by Raffaello
Rossi
Tricots Jean Marc
True Grit
True Religion Brand
Jeans
Twenty
UGG Australia
Undercover
Underella by Ella Moss
Une
UP!
Urban Fitting Room
Varro by Eva Varro
Vast
Velvet Heart
Vicious Venom
Viereck
Vigross Denim
Vimmia
Vince
Vince Men’s
Vintage Highway
Vintageous
Volunteer
VPL
wallpapHer
Want Need
WAYF
Wells Grace
West Bank Clothing
Western Fashion Jewelry
Wet
WG
Whispering Ivy
White Crow
Whitney Eve
Willow & Clay
Wilma & Ethel
Wilt
Winston White
Wish by Vfish
Wooden Ships by
Paola Buendia
Workshop
XCVI
Yana K
YASB
Yerse
Yoana Baraschi
Yoana Baraschi Blue
Yoshi Yoshi by PJ
(Tokyo, Japan)
Z Supply
Zacasha
Zelda
Zimmerli of Switzerland
Zina Kao Jewelry
Zoa
Zoe Couture
Zowee Jewels
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retail

new resources

A Peek at the Hundreds’ Flagship Remodel

Sunset.Vintage.Flex:
The Brand Starts With the Hat

In a business where
the remodel of a flagship store can take
more than a year, The
Hundreds, a high-profile streetwear brand,
wasted no time in getting its flagship back in
the game.
It recently reopened
its flagship at 7909
Rosewood Ave., in Los
Angeles’ Fairfax District, just a couple of
RETURN: The Hundreds recently remodeled its flagship in Los
months after closing it THE
Angeles’ Farifax District.
for renovations.
Lena Dunham. But they wanted to preserve
Ben Shenassafar, a brand co-founder who
the soul of the flagship, too.
also goes by the name of Ben Hundreds,
“The goal was to keep the feel of the shop
said that the Rosewood store tripled in size,
the same,” Shenassafar said of the store’s
from 400 square feet to 1,200 square feet. It
unique vibe, which has new amenities. “We
closed in September but reopened on Black
got some air conditioning finally.”
Friday, Nov. 28. He said that it was imporThe exterior of the flagship is black with
tant to add new elements, such as a library,
the brand’s logo riding above the store’s
which is lined with pop-culture tomes such
doorway. The inside of the store is lined
as an encyclopedia on the ’80s rock band
with a dark-wood paneling. In bright neon
The Smiths and “Not That Kind of Girl” by
lettering above the cash wrap
there’s a sign that states “Childlike
in Wonder. Romantic in Revolt,”
which is a quote from the missive
“10 Rules of Brand Building” by
Bobby Hundreds, Shenassafar’s
business partner, who was born
Bobby Kim.
The Hundreds also runs stores in
Santa Monica, Calif.; San Francisco; and New York and wholesales
the line to high-end boutiques and
core skate shops. The brand began
in 2003 as an apparel line and an
online magazine.—Andrew Asch

Eventually, Sunset.Vintage.Flex will offer all categories of clothes, said Rico Curry,
the Los Angeles–area line’s founder. Yet
since it started in 2013, the nascent brand’s
focus is on headwear.
“If I make a T-shirt,
I’m competing with your
whole closet,” Curry said
of his line’s strategy to gain
a foothold in wardrobes.
The brand’s snapback
caps, beanies and ski masks
have been sold at Tradition, a leading streetwear
store in Los Angeles’ Beverly Center mall, among
other boutiques. Curry
often goes to nightclubs
frequented by celebrities
such as Chris Brown and
Rihanna, and those musicians have been photographed wearing Sunset.
Vintage.Flex’s headwear.
A graphic on one snapback depicts hands spelling out the word
“Gold” in sign language. Gold happens to
be the moniker of a Sunset.Vintage.Flex subcollection. The sign language also is a symbol of Curry’s life story as a boy growing up

with profound hearing loss in his left ear.
The label’s Gold line also has a provocative side. A white ski mask features the brand
logo emblazoned upside down. It looks like
something a stylish burglar
would wear, Curry said.
However, the ski mask is
only meant to be a symbol
of single-minded determination. “We don’t promote
negativity,” he said. “But
if you go crazy for your
dreams, you put on your
ski mask.”
Other looks are snapbacks with a 1990s retro
theme. When the 1992
film “Malcolm X” was released, baseball caps bearing the letter “X” were
very popular. Curry does
his own version of the
cap, with a graphic of the
African continent on the
right side of the cap and
the name of his brand on the back of his cap.
Wholesale prices range from $18 for beanies and $22 to $25 for snapbacks. For more
information, contact sunset.vintage.flex@
gmail.com.—A.A.

made in america

Karl Kani Continued from page 1

Karl Kani women’s

Andrew Asch

Karl Kani is going—means a lot for us.”
Tom Hirota, owner of Wildstyle, praised
the brand for its classic style and its roots in
[But with domestic production,] we don’t
hip-hop culture.
have to worry about the big minimums. We
“Karl kept the classic baggy look of his
can turn goods in 45 days, which a lot of
menswear and innovated the women’s line,
people can’t do if they’re importing. There
which includes
sports bras, leggings and jersey
crop tops to expand
the market,” Hirota
said.
The Karl Kani
collection is a good
fit at Wildstyle,
which carries highend street fashion
brands from mainly
Europe and Japan,
Hirota said.
“Karl Kani is an
American legendary hip-hop brand
that has influenced
a lot of people who
love fashion and
WILDSTYLE LAUNCH: In December, designer Karl Kani (center) celebrated
American hip-hop
the launch of a new made-in-America capsule collection at a party at the
culture,” he said. “I
Wildstyle boutique on Los Angeles’ Melrose Avenue.
feel I can hear the
music from just looking at his clothing.”
are a lot of advantages to making [product]
The brand’s made-in-America ethos is
in the USA.”
also part of the appeal for customers.
The new Karl Kani line will officially bow
“America is where the hip-hop culture
at the Las Vegas trade shows in February. But
was created, and Karl Kani is a legendary
for the retail launch, the line will sell in just
hip-hop brand that was born in the United
a handful of better boutiques in key markets
States,” Hirota said. “Nowadays, a lot of
for now. In Los Angeles, the line will be carbrands are manufactured in China or some
ried exclusively at Wildstyle for the first few
other places like Vietnam. Made in USA not
months, Kani said.
only ensures the quality of the clothes but
“For us as a brand to launch at a store like
also gives customers the sense they were
Wildstyle, they only carry the top, high-end
made in the hometown of hip-hop.”
designers,” Kani said. “For the store owner
For sales information, call (917) 553-0298
to understand the [brand’s] history and what
or visit www.karlkani.com. ●
we meant to the marketplace—and where
6 CALIFORNIA APPAREL NEWS
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NEED EXPERT
INDUSTRY ADVICE?

THE BUHLER
BOYS
WE HAVE ANSWERS.
sales@buhleryarns.com

SUPPLY CHAIN

TRANSPARENCY
APPAREL BY THREE DOTS SPRING 2015 COLLECTION / THREEDOTS.COM / MADE IN THE USA

How do you know the yarn you buy is
the yarn you get? It is easy to be deceived
in today’s marketplace, and sourcing
overseas often clouds communication.
Our supply chain partners share our
high standards for honesty, integrity, and
quality. Plus, our Oeko-Tex® Standard 100
Certification guarantees our processes
and products for safety.
We stand behind our products so
that you can stand behind yours.

GET MORE THAN JUST YARN.

US Supima Cotton
Preferred by luxury brands for its
length, strength, and fineness.
Dedicated to conservation and
carbon neutrality.

buhleryarns.com

7975-65 CAN_FullPg_Transparnecy_01.indd 1

buhler.indd 1

Lenzing Micro TENCEL®
Superior in moving moisture,
reducing bacterial growth, and
offering strength and comfort.
Made from FSC-certified pulp.

Lenzing MicroModal®
The ideal fiber for flexible clothing.
Now with Edelweiss technology
for a more sustainable and
renewable luxury product.

1881 Athens Highway, Jefferson, GA 30549 t. 706.367.9834 e. sales@buhleryarns.com

12/5/14 4:20 PM
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PROFILE

Made-to-Measure Continued from page 1

CUSTOMER CHOICE: Piol allows customers to pick their own
fabric, neckline, skirt style and length, and sleeves to create a
custom dress based on specific hair, skin and eye color as well
as desired fit.

The concept
of factoring
is simple:
You Give Us Your Invoice.
We Give You the Money.
You Pay Your Bills.
Factoring Made Simple.
No bells, unnecessary, really. No whistles, not
needed as well. No tricks. Ditto.
At Goodman Factors, we simply offer smart,
dedicated good service from an experienced
team of pros. Along with money at competitive
rates when you need it—today, for instance.

Goodman Factors
— Since 1972 —

Please call 877-4-GOODMAN
or visit us at goodmanfactors.com. Simple, right?
8 CALIFORNIA APPAREL NEWS
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Matrushka design

Garment District within
three to four weeks from the
order date and have a 100
percent guarantee behind
them. If the customer is not
happy with her dress, she is
offered the option to return
it for a full refund. Returned
dresses are then donated
to nonprofit organizations
for women in need in New
York. Orders are taken from
and shipped to anywhere in
the world.
Based on the chosen
fabric content, price points
range from $525 to $565,
with the exception of stretch
silk, which runs $625. “We
like our price points—we are
the contrarians to the sample
sale, flash sale, buy-it-cheap
mentality, which is so prevalent today,” Dayton said.

Everyday menswear
Custom-made menswear
company Trumaker (www.
trumaker.com) started with a
simple question: “Why can’t
a company simply take my
measurements, and then everything I buy online comes
built for and sized for me?”
Mark Lovas founded Trumaker in 2012. While madeto-measure companies did
exist, he felt they were all
very similar: “books of
mostly dress fabrics, too
many choices and high
prices. They were commoditized and over-complicated Trumaker designs
things.” He set out to create
made in Asia.
an easier purchasing process while offering
“Our made-to-measure is done overseas
“shirts guys could wear everyday, not just
in Asia. We selected partners based on qualfor business.”
ity and ability to execute on fit at scale, not
While the business does offer a ready-tonecessarily cost,” Lovas said.
wear line and accessories that can be purShirts retail between $98 and $185, blazchased online and shipped anywhere, Truers start around $400, basic T-shirts are
maker has more than 300 outfitters throughsold for $28, belts retail between $108 and
out San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago,
$128, and cashmere sweaters are between
Denver, Seattle, Philadelphia, Washington,
$128 and $368.
D.C., Atlanta, Nashville and New York who
“By connecting the dots between the ofgo to clients to collect measurements and
fline and online experience, we have created
store them within Trumaker’s online dataan entirely new kind of experience. Trubase, making for easy reordering.
maker takes a curated approach, offering a
Trumaker is based in San Francisco,
sleek set of fabrics and cuts that can carry
where it receives and ships everything. Its
any man successfully from work to play,”
belts are made in San Francisco, tees are
Lovas said.
made in Los Angeles, leather goods are
made in Italy, and shirts and blazers are
➥ Made-to-Measure page 9
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Made-to-Measure
Continued from previous page

Leveraging the local market
With a fine-arts background, Laura
Howe followed in her grandmother’s seamstress footsteps to offer customized garments to women. Matrushka (matrushka.
com) opened in 2002 as a made-to-measure
bricks-and-mortar retail location on Sunset
Boulevard in Los Angeles.
While the base of her company is readyto-wear, her slogan is “size is relative.”
She has a sewing machine in her store
that allows on-the-spot alterations to create
the perfect fit for customers, which range
from infants’ to petites to plus sizes and everything in between.
“If a customer sees a style she likes in a
fabric that is not offered, we can easily make
that for her in a day or two, cut to measure,”
Howe said. “Part of what makes us unique is
nothing is mass produced. Our clients appre-

ciate the custom fit, and as a result we have
retained a very loyal customer base over the
years.”
Howe sources internationally made textiles in downtown Los Angeles. All cutting,
sewing, screen printing and hand dyeing take
place in her work studio, located in Silver
Lake, less than a mile from her retail store.
Although most of her clients are local, she
does work with women who live elsewhere,
keeping all clients’ measurements on file.
While her bricks-and-mortar location has
been essential to the way her business was
created, she has started exploring how to
translate her success online via social-media
channels.
And even though the bulk of her business
is in dresses, she also offers wraps, pants, tunics, tops and skirts. Bridesmaid parties have
also been a huge part of her business, with
women appreciating custom-fit dresses as opposed to buying off-the-rack generic sizes.
Price points typically range from $150 to
$300 with in-store alterations included in the
price. ●
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Cover: Real Estate
Retail Report
New Lines & Showrooms
Made in America
Fashion Advertorial
Finance Advertorial
NY Textile Preview and
Resource Guide*
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Cover: LA Market Wrap
2014 Financial Review/2015
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Directory of Professional Services & Business Resources
accounting services

pattern & sample

Fit models

HOVIK M. KHALOIAN

PATTERNS WORLD INC.

CPA

Providing pattern making and full development services for
the garment industry for over 25 years. We specialize in
first through production patterns and in house sample room.
Salesman duplicates, small production welcome.

ACCOUNTING • AUDITING
TAXATION SERVICES FOR THE APPAREL INDUSTRY
520 N. CENTRAL AVE., SUITE # 650
GLENDALE, CA 91203

T E L :

Check us out at
www.patternsworldinc.com
(213) 439-9919

8 1 8 . 2 4 4 . 7 2 0 0

H M K C P A @ J P S . N E T

contractor

model services

cutting/grading/.marking

pattern services

sewing machine services

To advertise in
the Directory of Professional
Services & Business Resources
call June 213-627-3737 x250 or
E-mail: june@apparelnews.net

CLASSIFIEDS

www.classifieds.apparelnews.net

www.apparelnews.net

P 213-627-3737 Ext. 278, 280 F 213-623-1515

Jobs Available

Jobs Available

Buy, Sell and Trade

BB CO., INC/LUNACHIX
1ST PATTERNMAKER
Junior clothing manufacturer is seeking a 1st pattern
maker with minimum 3 years experience. Compensation
negotiable. Great benefits.
------------------------------------------------------------------SAMPLE MAKER
Sample maker with minimum 2 yrs exp. in knits and
wovens. Compensation negotiable and great benefits.
Please fax resume 213-747-7234 or
email cecy@lunachix.com or
call for interview 213-747-4701 x122, x126

Full Time Assistant Designer
Women's contemporary cut and sew knits collection
Stateside is looking for a full time assistant designer.
Qualifications include:

Junior Designer & Teck Pack Designer
Junior / Contemporary Missy Manufacturer looking for a
passionate designer with 5-10 yrs experience in apparel
design and development. Excellent trend forecasting skill
A Must.

BEDHEAD PAJAMA
DESIGN ASSISTANT
- Must have at least 1-3 yrs' exp. as a design asst.,
working with a co. with prints is a plus. Need exp. doing
cost sheets, tech designs, CADS, color separations &
spec sheets. Must be highly motivated, energetic, & willing to adapt quickly in a fast paced environment. Must
have good computer skills & know AIMS, Excel, Photo
Shop & Illustrator. Will be in charge of the full sample
process from fabric & trim purchasing to Cads & line
sheet production. Must be highly organized & not afraid
to try new systems or develop systems to save time.
- Contact wendy@bedheadpjs.com

Jr. Designer
Young, confident and driven designer wanted for fast paced
Jr. company. Must have trend knowledge and capable of
Managing busy design room. Min 5. yrs exp required.
Resume : tatyana@libertylove.net

10 CALIFORNIA APPAREL NEWS
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Strong Adobe Illustrator skills
An understanding of sample development process
Extremely organized
Deadline driven
Portfolio of design work

* Tech pack designer with 1-2 years experience,understanding of fit comment and measurement, Knowledge
of Illustrator / excel preferred
Speak Korean & English

Please email resumes to: maxine@statesideproject.com

Send Resume to HR@damoclothing.com

PATTERNMAKER
5-7 of exp. 1st thru production pattern maker to work on
collection pieces including jackets, tops, bottoms and dresses. Create development and production ready patterns and
make changes and edits by hand as needed. Denim experience preferred. Email resume: rebekah@emilrutenberg.com

Sales and Production Assistant
We are looking for a Sales & Production Assistant.
Contributing to the production process. Build relationships
with vendors and internal customers. 1-3 years' experience
in apparel/accessory production and sourcing. Please send
resume to: sales@urbanexpressions.net.

To place a Classified Ad CallJeffery 213-627-3737 Ext. 280 or jeffery@apparelnews.net

APPARELNEWS.NEt
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Jobs Available
1st PATTERNMAKER
Well established LA based junior & contemporary company seeking 1st Patternmaker. Must be proficient in Tuka system. Must have experience in tops, dresses and
soft bottoms, knit and woven fabrics. Will need to assist
in creation and execution of product. Applicants must
have expertise in construction, draping and textiles. Ability to work in fast paced environment is critical.
Email resume to: textsmart@aol.com
Manager of Sales
Established wholesale clothing line is looking for an experienced Manager of Sales; an individual who has the ability to
support, and grow both new and existing accounts by leading and directing a team of seasoned Sales Representatives.
Candidates should be expert leaders; skilled at managing
people, coaching sales conduct, improving processes, and
making changes when/where necessary. Send resume and
cover letter to jobs.confcompany@gmail.com

Jobs Available

Jobs Available

Account Executive
We are looking for a Savvy Sales Rep to join the team at
our corporate office. Responsible for selling to boutiques,
specialty boutiques and online retailers. Must have a minimum of 3 years' experience with established sales
contacts. Trade show travel. Please send resume to:
sales@urbanexpressions.net

Bookkeeper
Job Duties: A/R, A/P, payroll, all reconciliations, journal entries, month end, . Qualifications: must be proficient in Quick
Books, have at least 2 yrs experience as a bookkeeper in the
garment industry.
email: careers@dolan-group.com with resume and salary
history
SWEATER DESIGNER
Wilt seeks full time designer capable of overseeing a new
contemporary sweater division. Minimum 8yrs exp w/overseas, tech packs, construction, spec writing, Photoshop, Illustrator & excellent communication.
Email Parcandpearl@parcandpearl.com

Real Estate
GARMENT BUILDINGS
Mercantile Center
500 sq. ft. - 16,500 sq. ft. Priced Right.
Full Floors 4500 sq ft.,
Lights-Racks-New Paint-Power
Parking Available-Good Freight.
Call 213-627-3754
Design Patternmaker Garment Lofts
300 sq ft - 1,000 sq ft.
Call 213-627-3755

Production Assistant
Rancho Dominguez apparel company looking for a production assistant. Responsibilities include order entry, create
and maintain reports/spreadsheets, communicating and coordinating with sales and production teams. Please send resumes to resumes.info@ymail.com.
Administrative/Business Manager Asst.
Premium denim "adaptive" jean line seeks self-motivated
e-commerce manager for processing orders/customer
service, follow-up with Prod. Manager, making line sheets,
inventory, and other business management tasks.
Email resume to jobs@abldenim.com

BELLA DAHL
TECHNICAL DESIGNER
3+ yrs exp tech pkgs, track & measure samples, spec/fit
construction comments pattern, construction, spec &
grading knowledge Excel, Photoshop, illustrator
good communication skills
E-Mail: hr@belladahl.com

Jobs Wanted
EDI & LOGISTICS COORDINATOR
We are looking for an experienced EDI & Logistics Coordinator to join our team. Receiving & processing EDI orders.
Creating UPC's. Preparing shipping docs, arranging pick up.
Must have knowledge of GXS Inovis Catalog. GXS Di Central. 3-5 years' experience.
Please send resume to careers@moda-luxe.com.
Licensing Director, Soft Lines
Responsibilities: Direct licensing efforts of Sanrio Soft Lines
Brands and directly manage Sr. Manager and Licensing Associate. Help Sanrio Global Consumer Products meet quarterly and annual revenue goals. Manage overall program
while assisting in coming up with strategy to meet revenue
goals and still maintaining differentiation product strategy in
each retail channel.
Submit
resume
w/
salary
requirement
submitresume@sanrio.com , Job Code - AN-LD-1214

Made in America

35 yrs Exp'd
1st/Prod. Patterns/Grading/Marking and Specs.
12 yrs on Pad System. In house/pt/freelance
Fast/Reliable ALL AREAS Ph. (626)792-4022

Buy, Sell and Trade
WE BUY FABRIC!
Excess rolls, lots, sample yardage, small to large qty's.
ALL FABRICS!
fabricmerchants.com Steve 818-219-3002

to:

WE NEED FABRIC
Silks Wools Denims Knits Prints Solids...
Apparel & Home decorative.
No lot to small or large...
Also, buy sample room inventories...
Stone Harbor 323-277-2777
Marvin or Michael

January 9
Now is your chance to participate in Made in America in the California Apparel
News January 9 issue.
This includes custom-written advertorials to Made in America advertisers.
Explore this advertising and marketing solution and reach up to 100,000 fashion
influencers by being part of a powerful resource guide with focus on products
made in America.

BoNus DisTriBuTioN
La Fashion Market 1/11–15
Designers & agents La 1/12–14
DG Expo ny 1/12–13
Premiere Vision ny 1/13–14
SoCal Materials Show 1/14–15
Swim Collective 1/15–16
Imprinted Sportswear Long Beach 1/16–18
Liberty Fairs ny 1/19–21
Project ny 1/19–21
Texworld uSa 1/19–21
Kingpins ny 1/20–21
Dallas Market Week 1/21–24
Outdoor retailer 1/21–24
La Gift & Home Market 1/21–26
Call now for speCial rates
Terry MarTinez

(213) 627-3737 x213
apparelnews.net
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JANUARY8-102015
SEPTEMBER10-122015
ORANGE COUNTY CONVENTION CENTER, WEST HALL

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

ORANGENot
COUNTY CONVENTION
just aCENTER
swim

ORLANDO, FLORIDA
show.
Accomplish more at Surf Expo.

The Global Watersports and
Beach Lifestyle Tradeshow

REGISTER NOW
SURFEXPO.COM
A TRADE ONLY EVENT

SURFEXPO.COM
A TRADE ONLY EVENT
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